#STAYSAFE EVERYWHERE
At the forefront of keeping everyone safe, there are a multitude of digital solutions available.
Stay informed, stay reassured, stay safe!

DIGITAL SIGNAGE

CONTENT
MANAGEMENT

LIVE TV

Adopting digital signage
in private and public areas
allows key messages to be
communicated so everyone
stays safe from when they arrive
at a location to when they leave.
Centrally managed real-time
updates ensure messaging is
accurately maintained in line
with changing protocols.

In a changing world dynamic
content is key! Using an
intuitive, browser-based CMS
allows content to be created
centrally delivering vital health
and safety messages which can
be easily updated as protocols
change.

No other media provides
more reliable, up to the
minute information than live
TV delivered via a robust
TV platform. Invaluable in
keeping audiences informed
as safety information changes
and enabling employees
and business to immediately
respond.

Use digital technology to reinforce social distancing guidelines, promote face coverings and
regular hand washing. This might include using wayfinding to guide people with directional
messages away from more crowded areas and to avoid congestion.

Interested in our #STAYSAFE Technology? Find out more at

www.onelan.com/staysafe

sales@onelan.com

ADDITIONAL #STAYSAFE SOLUTIONS
OCCUPANCY MANAGEMENT
Dynamic occupancy levels are displayed on digital signage at key
locations within or outside offices, meeting rooms, shops, and other
public spaces to help maintain social distancing. Using an automated
solution avoids the need for private or public venue operators to
have a dedicated member of staff at an entrance, saving resource.
Occupancy levels are shown as eye catching ‘red; amber; green’
graphics or simple percentages with customizable messaging.

TOUCH FREE IN ROOM
REMOTE CONTROL
Transform your mobile phone into a TV remote control in hotels using
a QR code on a TV screen with instructions on how to join the WIFI;
taking guests to a page where personal devices can become a virtual
remote control.

SCREEN OVERLAYS
Touchscreens can be a breeding ground for germs; however a
screen overlay with an antimicrobial coating to inhibit the growth
of contaminants is vital in helping reduce possible levels of virus
transmission. Overlays can be cleaned with strong disinfectants
without damaging the overlay or the LCD surface that it is protecting.

CONTACTLESS ROOM BOOKING
To avoid touch contamination, onscreen interactive buttons can be
disabled and replaced with a QR code. This can be scanned by a
personal device and connected to a mobile friendly booking interface.
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